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Table 1. The network structure of our Trajectory Generator. We
first repeat scene context and initial pose 6 times by the third dimension and concatenate them to the sampled noise. Conv means
convolution operator, and U p means the temporal-wise upsampling operator.
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Table 2. The network structure of our Pose Generator. We first repeat scene context, initial pose, and the sampled trajectory 6 times
by the third dimension and concatenate them to the sampled noise.
Convst means graph convolution operator [4] and U p means the
temporal-wise upsampling operator.
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Table 3. The network structure of our Trajectory Discriminator. We first repeat scene context and initial pose 64 times by the
third dimension and concatenate them to the sampled trajectory.
Conv means convolution operator, Down means the temporalwise downsampling operator, and P ool means the global average
pooling.
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1. Network Structure
We outline our network architectures in this section.
Specifically, all branches in the following tables are modified by removing all the normalization and activation layers. We utilized the LeakeyReLu [2] function before all
convolution layers and the Batch Normalization [3] layer
after each convolution. For convenience, we show all these
networks which are deployed on GTA-IM dataset [1]. Our
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Table 4. The network structure of our Pose Discriminator. We
first repeat scene context to the same spatial-temporal shape of
the pose sequence and then concatenate all condition features to
this sequence as input. Convst means graph convolution operator [4], Down means the temporal-wise downsampling operator,
and P ool means the global average pooling.
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codes will be released to ensure reproducibility.
Firstly, the network structure of the trajectory generator
and the pose generator are demonstrated in Table 1 and Table 2. As shown in these tables, the condition features of
these generators are first repeated to the same spatial shape
as the noise and then concatenated to this noise as the input.
Moreover, human motion can be synthesized by aligning
the sampled trajectories and pose sequences.

Table 5. The network structure of our Projection Discriminator.We first repeat scene context to the same spatial-temporal
shape of the 2D human motion and then concatenate the scene
context to this sequence as input..Convst means graph convolution operator [4], Down means the temporal-wise dwonsampling
operator, and P ool means the global average pooling.
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pling different initial poses may lead to inconsistency between the poses and the ground-truth scene images. It is
restricted by datasets rather than our framework. Besides,
all experiments in our paper are for 64 frame motion sequences. It is noticed that our model does not limit the
length of synthesized motions. Our model can generate
longer sequences using a sliding window. However, in this
way, it may be harder to control the overall smoothness of
the entire sequence caused by the CSGN [4]. Therefore, a
more direct way is to train the framework with longer motions. In the supplemented video, we demonstrate the qualitative results of longer synthesized motions from our framework. The more efficient way to synthesize longer videos
will be the future work for researchers.
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Table 6. The network structure of our Context Discriminator. We
define the cropped relative depth maps which are guided by trajectory as the input geometry context of this branch. Conv means
convolution operator, Down means the temporal-wise downsampling operator, and P ool means the global average pooling.
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Besides, we utilize trajectory discriminator and pose discriminator to keep the synthesized trajectories and pose sequences smooth and continuous. The network structures of
these two discriminators are shown in Table 3 and Table 4
respectively. As our generators, the condition features are
first repeated to the same spatial-temporal shape and then
concatenated to the sampled trajectory and pose sequence.
Specifically, we directly concatenate the initial pose to the
sampled pose sequence as the first frame, and the temporal
shape of this sequence is changed from 64 to 65.
At last, the structure of our projection discriminator and
context discriminator are also illustrated in Table 5 and Table 6. The input of the projection discriminator is preprocessed like our pose discriminator, and the input of our
context discriminator is the sequence of the cropped relative
depth maps. For computing efficiency, we keep the cropped
relative depth maps by 8 frame intervals, and the sequence
length of this geometry context is 9.

2. More Details for Motion Synthesis
Firstly, besides the given scene, our framework needs the
initial pose as the condition for motion synthesis. To properly evaluate our framework, we utilize ground-truth initial
poses during training and test, as input scene images provided by datasets contain the initial poses. Directly sam2

